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(B,HomoP) PUREBRED(89/78.8)
CE: 17 (.38)  BW: -0.1 (.45)  WW: 62 (.42)  YW: 95 (.43)
MK: 26 (.36)  CM: 10 (.18)  SC: 0.6 (.21)  DC: 12 (.07)  YG: -.58 (.32)
CW: 26 (.40)  RE: .98 (.39)  MB: -.37 (.33)  $MTI: 40
Floyd Mudhenkey comes with a memorable name and a host of calving-ease and maternal 
traits that should make him the great choice for first-calf heifers. His outstanding phenotype 
was on display in Denver where he went out of the Yards and onto the Hill as Division 1 Reserve 
Champion. This HOMO Polled purebred has the conformation and user-friendly numbers to work 
anywhere, remember Floyd Mudhenkey.

(HomoB,HomoPP) LIM-FLEX (50/44.9)
CE: 10 (.39)  BW: 2.0 (.48)  WW: 94 (.47)  YW: 155 (.47)
MK: 18 (.38)  CM: 4 (.21)  SC: 1.2 (.17)  DC: 16 (.38)  YG: -.05 (.33)
CW: 47 (.43)  RE: .82 (.41)  MB: .33 (.39)  $MTI: 71
Empire puts together one of the best combination packages in a Lim-Flex option. Performance, 
birth to yearling spread, carcass with a top 10 marbling, convenience traits, HOMO B and HOMO 
P with a 1.2 scrotal EPD. He has a phenotype right out of tomorrow, big hipped, big boned and 
structurally sound. If you want a performance bull with style and grace, its time to start your 
own Empire.

(HomoB,HomoPP) LIM-FLEX(50/44.4)
CE: 15 (.59)  BW: 0.7 (.79)  WW: 78 (.75)  YW: 120 (.74)  MK: 14 (.47)
CM: 9 (.29)  SC: 1.5 (.57)  DC: 14 (.52)  YG: -.18 (.40)
CW: 52 (.56)  RE: .90 (.50)  MB: .40 (.41)  $MTI: 70
MAGS Cable has some of the best calves we see, day in and day out. This OUTCROSS, HOMO B, 
HOMO P son of Appleseed has the depth of body, super structure and tremendous EPD profile the 
breed has been looking for. Marbling, calving-ease and milking ability give him a leg up in siring 
cattle that will grow and function. If you are tired of three channels, get Cable.

(HomoB,HomoP) LIM-FLEX(50/39.8)
CE: 7 (.46)  BW: 1.8 (.56)  WW: 76 (.55)  YW: 124 (.54)
MK: 14 (.47)  CM: 1 (.30)  SC: 1.6 (.20)  DC: 16 (.48)  YG: -.20 (.39)
CW: 53 (.49)  RE: .87 (.48)  MB: .07 (.42)  $MTI: 57
AHCC Hemi was the top seller at Hagers. This tremendous son of SAV Resource adds the 9066U 
cow into a total outcross package loaded with potential. A true beef machine, Hemi touts a thick-
made, sound, soft package loaded with growth and complemented with marbling. If you want to 
power up your pedigree package with a really stout one, it’s time to get a HEMI.
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CHECK OUT

www.grassrootsgenetics.com
for a new fall updated catalog. 

All the bulls, all the information!


